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Spalding Gray's Last Interview - MIT Press Journals
SPALDING GRAY’S LAST INTERVIEW Theresa Smalec I O n January 9th 2004 I interviewed Spalding Gray for the purpose of my dissertation
research Roughly twenty-four hours later, he went missing Though I find it odd to frame my intentions in this manner, my essay is, at least in part, an
effort to solve a mystery: Why did Gray agree to meet and
Spalding Gray - University of Texas at Austin
The papers of author, monologist, and actor Spalding Gray are rich in the materials Gray used to develop his on-stage improvisational monologues
and resulting literary works Included are performance notebooks, journals, notes and drafts for monologues, poetry, speeches, plays, and published
and unpublished works, as well as a small amount of
ALFRED A. KNOPF
The Journals of Spalding Gray, edited by Nell Casey 56 Journey to the Abyss, Harry Kessler 74 Kearny’s March, Winston Groom 68 Kindertotenwald,
Franz Wright 40 Last Man in Tower, Aravind Adiga 43 Lidia’s Italy in America, Lidia Matticchio Bastianich and Tanya Bastianich Manuali 60 Page
The Living Fire, Edward Hirsch 48
Celebrating 40 years of publishing - MIT Press Journals
spiritual style of Maria Irene Fornes, Spalding Gray’s solos, Rachel Rosenthal’s autobiology, garden/theatre, the theatricality of Isak Dinesen, and the
virtual theatre of Herbert Blau ISBN 978-1-55554-157-6 $2095, Illus 290p ISBN 978-1-55554-077-7 $1895 144p
Book Reviews - University of Kansas
Spalding Gray illuminates some of the difficulties of moving back and forth between stage and film, and the fine line between traditional theatre and
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performance art that he walks in his work Other interviewees are individuals of greater or lesser significance in the realm of …
1935 - OnVideo
THE LATE SPALDING GRAY After the death in 2004 of American theater actor and monologist SPALDING GRAY, director STEVEN SODERBERGH
(Traffic) pieced together a narrative of Gray’s life to create the documentary And Everything Is Going Fine Brilliantly and sensitively assembled
entirely from footage of Gray, taken
It
Gray and his wife and a Mr Rodgers, besides which a Mr Smith and his wife went to Kamiah to establish a mission there For some reason, Mr Smith
did not succeed at Kamiah and soon left the country But with the help of Mr Gray and Rodgers, Mr Spalding built a grist mill, bringing the stones
forty miles down the Clearwater river One of those
HENRY H. SPALDING That the Reverend Henry H. Spalding, a ...
HENRY H SPALDING That the Reverend Henry H Spalding, a pioneer missionary in Oregon of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis
sions, found recreation in collecting botanical specimens is a fact not generally known to students of the history of the Pacific North west Yet the
botanical labors of Mr Spalding, crude though they
This is the transcript of an interview ... - Spalding Gray
This is the transcript of an interview between Spalding Gray and the Irish Broadcaster, Joe Duffy, broadcast on the RTE Radio 1 programme
"Liveline" on the 31st of May 2002 The interview and the transcript are the property of RTE (IRISH) Radio and are not to be reproduced without
expressed permission The audio may not be
Autobiography and Performance - WordPress.com
example Mike Pearson, Tim Miller, Spalding Gray) or as the subject of other critical analyses (for example Bobbie Baker, Robbie Mc-Cauley, Graeme
Miller, Lisa Kron, Mike Pearson, Spalding Gray, and the plays The Laramie Project and Black Watch); thus Autobiography and Performance functions
as a connective overview of the ﬁeld But
Performing - JSTOR
SPALDING GRAY is an actor with The Performance Group, and the author of "Three Places in Rhode Island," a trilogy JOHN HOWELL, a contributing
editor of PAJ, writes frequently on the arts RONALD JENKINS spent ten months in Bali studying, traveling, and …
Book Reviews, edited by James Fisher
Soleil, Spalding Gray, the Big Apple Circus, Stephen Wade, Pickle Family Circus, Avner the Eccentric, The Flying Karamazov Brothers, and Bill Irwin
Whether it be through verbal satire, slapstick clowning, music, circus, acrobatics, magic, or mime, Jenkins reaches for, and repeatedly finds, a
for Social Work Authenticity in Reflection: Building ...
Authenticity in Reﬂection: Building Reﬂective Skills for Social Work Di Gursansky, Diana Quinn & Eddie Le Sueur This article reports on a
collaborative pilot study that aimed to improve ﬁnal
Police Tort Liability for Defamation
16 CLEV-MAR L R (3) tive privilege of any description has not existed as long as judicial and legislative privilege4 A general rule that no absolute
privilege is ac- corded a policeman,5 is that a defamatory statement made by a policeman must be warranted by the public well-being it seeks to
serve6 Police- men, for the most part, are accorded a qualified privilege that protects
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Cultural Studies and Theatre: From Stanislavski to the Vigil
Cultural Studies and Theatre: from Stanislavski to the Vigil Mark Fortier Fortier, who teaches at the University of Toronto, has published articles on
Shake speare and Renaissance literature in a number of collections and journals, including and the monologues …
Missouri Law Review
Legal Profession in Early Missouri, The Anton-Hermann Chroust false Follow this and additional works at: https://scholarshiplawmissouriedu/mlr This
Article is brought to you for free and open access by the Law Journals at University of Missouri School of Law Josiah Spalding, Alexander Gray and B
D Wright, and Robert Wash and
900 FAMOUS NEBRASKANS Nationally Distinguished …
4 Included in the 30 entries in this section is information about 11 inventors or developers of plants, the world's largest recorder of disease-free
Duroc hogs, the second largest cattle feeder in
Performing masculinities: U.S. representations of the male ...
those of Spalding Gray, comic devices such as irony and parody were and are used to offer commentary on social issues, controversial figures, and
social-cultural character types Although contemporary stand-up comics tend to spin material in a like manner, according to Gentile, the actor in a
one-person show advances commentary that is more
New Museum Calendar Winter 1986
cussions, videotapes, books and journals, computer works, and posters Artists fea-tured in this show are Marina Abramovic and Ulay, James Lee
Byars, Spalding Gray, Alex Grey, Linda Montano, Morgan O'Hara, Michael David Osterhout, Tehch-ing Hsieh, United Art Contractors, and Ian Wilson
This exhibition is supported
Journal of the House - Kansas.gov
MARCH 27, 2007 627 Journal of the House FIFTY-FIFTH DAY HALL OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, TOPEKA, KS, Tuesday, March 27,
2007, 9:00 am The House met pursuant to adjournment with Speaker pro tem Dahl in the chair The roll was called with 123 members present
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